


KJV Bible Word Studies for EPISTLES



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1992 + epistle + letters + a letter + by letter + by letters + our epistle + the epistle + his epistles + with a 
letter + of him letters + For his letters + by your letters + others epistles + to be the epistle + Ye are our 
epistle + unto you in an epistle +/ . epistole {ep-is-tol-ay'}; from 1989 + a letter + we have written + But that 
we write + for I have written +/ ; a written message: --"epistle," letter . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

epistles 1992 epistole * {epistles} , {1992 epistole } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* epistles , 1992 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

epistles - 1992 epistle, {epistles}, letter, letters,
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.
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epistles , 2PE_03_16,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

epistles 2Co_03_01 # Do we begin again to commend ourselves? or need we, as some [others], epistles of 
commendation to you, or [letters] of commendation from you?

epistles 2Pe_03_16 # As also in all [his] epistles, speaking in them of these things; in which are some things 
hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as [they do] also the other 
scriptures, unto their own destruction.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

epistles of commendation 2Co_03_01 # Do we begin again to commend ourselves? or need we, as some 
[others], epistles of commendation to you, or [letters] of commendation from you?

epistles speaking in 2Pe_03_16 # As also in all [his] epistles, speaking in them of these things; in which are 
some things hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as [they do] also the 
other scriptures, unto their own destruction.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

epistles ^ 2Co_03_01 / epistles /^of commendation to you, or [letters] of commendation from you? 

epistles ^ 2Pe_03_16 / epistles /^speaking in them of these things; in which are some things hard to be 
understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as [they do] also the other scriptures, unto 
their own destruction. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

epistles ......... his epistles 1992 -epistole-> 

epistles ......... others , epistles 1992 -epistole-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

epistles 2Co_03_01 Do we begin again to commend ourselves? or need we, as some [others], {epistles} of 
commendation to you, or [letters] of commendation from you? 

epistles 2Pe_03_16 As also in all [his] {epistles}, speaking in them of these things; in which are some things 
hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as [they do] also the other 
scriptures, unto their own destruction. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

epistles ^ 2Co_03_01 Do we begin <0756> (5731) again <3825> to commend <4921> (5721) ourselves 
<1438>? or <1508> need we <5535> (5719), as <5613> some <5100> others, {epistles} <1992> of 
commendation <4956> to <4314> you <5209>, or <2228> letters of commendation <4956> from <1537> you
<5216>? 

epistles ^ 2Pe_03_16 As <5613> also <2532> in <1722> all <3956> his {epistles} <1992>, speaking <2980> 
(5723) in <1722> them <0846> of <4012> these things <5130>; in <1722> which <3739> are <2076> (5748) 
some things <5100> hard to be understood <1425>, which <3739> they that are unlearned <0261> and 
<2532> unstable <0793> wrest <4761> (5719), as <5613> they do also <2532> the other <3062> scriptures 
<1124>, unto <4314> their <0846> own <2398> destruction <0684>. 



eBibleSoftware Engineering
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

epistles 2Co_03_01 . Do we begin (0756 -archomai -) again (3825 -palin -) to commend (4921 -sunistao -) ourselves (1438 -heautou -) ? or (3361 -me -) need (5535 -chreizo -) we , as some (5100 -tis -) [ others ] , {epistles} 
(1992 -epistole -) of commendation (4956 -sustatikos -) to you , or (2228 -e -) [ letters ] of commendation (4956 -sustatikos -) from you ? 

epistles 2Pe_03_16 As also (2532 -kai -) in all (3956 -pas -) [ his ] {epistles} (1992 -epistole -) , speaking (2980 -laleo -) in them of these (5130 -touton -) things ; in which (3739 -hos -) are some (5100 -tis -) things hard (1425 -
dusnoetos -) to be understood (1425 -dusnoetos -) , which (3739 -hos -) they that are unlearned (0261 -amathes -) and unstable (0793 -asteriktos -) wrest (4761 -strebloo -) , as [ they do ] also (2532 -kai -) the other (3062 -
loipoy -) scriptures (1124 -graphe -) , unto their own (2398 -idios -) destruction (0684 -apoleia -) . 
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epistles Interlinear Index Study epistles 2CO 003 001 . Do we begin <0756 -archomai -> again <3825 -palin -> to 
commend <4921 -sunistao -> ourselves <1438 - heautou -> ? or <3361 -me -> need <5535 -chreizo -> we , as 
some <5100 -tis -> [ others ] , {epistles} <1992 -epistole -> of commendation <4956 -sustatikos -> to you , or 
<2228 -e -> [ letters ] of commendation <4956 -sustatikos -> from you ? epistles 2PE 003 016 As also <2532 -kai 
-> in all <3956 -pas -> [ his ] {epistles} <1992 -epistole -> , speaking <2980 -laleo -> in them of these <5130 -
touton -> things ; in which <3739 -hos - > are some <5100 -tis -> things hard <1425 -dusnoetos -> to be 
understood <1425 -dusnoetos -> , which <3739 -hos -> they that are unlearned <0261 -amathes -> and unstable 
<0793 -asteriktos - > wrest <4761 -strebloo -> , as [ they do ] also <2532 -kai -> the other <3062 -loipoy -> 
scriptures <1124 -graphe -> , unto their own <2398 -idios -> destruction <0684 -apoleia -> . * epistles , 1992 , * 
epistles , 1992 epistole , epistles -1992 epistle, {epistles}, letter, letters, epistles ......... his epistles 1992 -epistole->
epistles ......... others , epistles 1992 -epistole-> epistles 003 001 IICo /${epistles /of commendation to you , or 
letters of commendation from you ? epistles 003 016 IIPe /${epistles /speaking in them of these things ; in which 
are some things hard to be understood , which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest , as they do also the other
scriptures , unto their own destruction . epistles <2CO3 -1> Do we begin again to commend ourselves? or need 
we, as some others], {epistles} of commendation to you, or letters] of commendation from you? epistles <2PE3 -
16> As also in all his] {epistles}, speaking in them of these things; in which are some things hard to be 
understood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as they do] also the other scriptures, unto their own 
destruction. 





* epistles , 1992 epistole ,



epistles -1992 epistle, {epistles}, letter, letters,









epistles ......... his epistles 1992 -epistole-> epistles ......... others , epistles 1992 -epistole->
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epistles Interlinear Index Study epistles 2CO 003 001 . Do we begin <0756 -archomai -> again <3825 -palin -> to 
commend <4921 -sunistao -> ourselves <1438 - heautou -> ? or <3361 -me -> need <5535 -chreizo -> we , as 
some <5100 -tis -> [ others ] , {epistles} <1992 -epistole -> of commendation <4956 -sustatikos -> to you , or 
<2228 -e -> [ letters ] of commendation <4956 -sustatikos -> from you ? epistles 2PE 003 016 As also <2532 -kai 
-> in all <3956 -pas -> [ his ] {epistles} <1992 -epistole -> , speaking <2980 -laleo -> in them of these <5130 -
touton -> things ; in which <3739 -hos - > are some <5100 -tis -> things hard <1425 -dusnoetos -> to be 
understood <1425 -dusnoetos -> , which <3739 -hos -> they that are unlearned <0261 -amathes -> and unstable 
<0793 -asteriktos - > wrest <4761 -strebloo -> , as [ they do ] also <2532 -kai -> the other <3062 -loipoy -> 
scriptures <1124 -graphe -> , unto their own <2398 -idios -> destruction <0684 -apoleia -> .





epistles 2Co_03_01 /${epistles /of commendation to you , or letters of commendation from you ? epistles 
2Pe_03_16 /${epistles /speaking in them of these things ; in which are some things hard to be understood , which 
they that are unlearned and unstable wrest , as they do also the other scriptures , unto their own destruction .





* epistles , 1992 , 



epistles <2CO3 -1> Do we begin again to commend ourselves? or need we, as some others], {epistles} of 
commendation to you, or letters] of commendation from you? epistles <2PE3 -16> As also in all his] {epistles}, 
speaking in them of these things; in which are some things hard to be understood, which they that are unlearned 
and unstable wrest, as they do] also the other scriptures, unto their own destruction.
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